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予定工数: 1.0
# トラッカー ステータス 題名 予定工数

81906 Vote Confirmed Chained custom field filter doesn't work for User fields  

81890 Vote New Wrong formatting of date in Time Entries  

81723 Vote New Support revision without any message  

81700 Vote New Show notifications for all Redmine users  

81644 Vote New Redmine::WikiFormatting::CommonMark::FormatterTest#test_footnotes fails with CommonMarker 0.23.2  

81094 Vote New "Is duplicate of" and "Has duplicate" issue relations can be a circular reference  

81082 Vote Confirmed Escaping symbols in task subject can broke export to Gantt (PNG)  

80947 Vote Confirmed Calendar View / The right side of the tooltip is cut off  

80872 Vote Confirmed Rendering of Macros with (empty) text parameter different in preview and non preview mode  

80638 Vote Confirmed Javascript error caused by tooltip  

80220 Vote New Back url parse in validation  

79894 Vote New New toolbar button to insert wiki macros  

79797 Vote Confirmed Internal server error when click middle mouse button link add watcher  

79750 Vote New Textile formatter generates broken link if a URL is followed by a tag  

79618 Vote New Fix 403 error while adding new watchers when selected issues in context_menu from different projects  

79613 Vote Confirmed add_working_days returns wrong date  

79558 Vote New Duplicated assignee option when selecting a category with default assignee  

79557 Vote New Some buttons in wiki toolbar are hidden in responsive layout  

79372 Vote New Option to collapse/expand issue sections  

79280 Vote New Datepicker is called incorrectly  

79196 Vote New Commit messages referencing issues should stop at line breaks  

78527 Vote New Quick jump to issue only if searching for issues  

78523 Vote New Dutch (NL) translation: some small issues found during review of r16029 for #24407  

78249 Vote Needs feedback Context menu positioning inside positioned DOM elements  

78227 Vote New Option to set current date as a default value of date format custom field  

77635 Vote New Markdown Table formatting breaks with redmine wiki links  

77437 Vote New fetching of Git changesets sometimes fails due to non existant revisions in prev_db_heads  

76088 Vote Needs feedback db migrate error from old version to 2.6  

75966 Vote New Slow rendering pages with many small macros  

74823 Vote Needs feedback Create a default forum by default  
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73731 Vote New show SCM identifier (repository) in associated revisions  

73689 Vote New include "In-Reply-To" field to aid email threading for some clients  

73656 Vote New Members roles : display group of role  

73517 Vote New Calculate %done based on estimated and logged time  

73253 Vote New DE and FR: translation wrong for label_user_mail_option_only_my_events  

72772 Vote Confirmed Time entries of private issues are visible by users without permission to see them  

72672 Vote Confirmed Required (list-, user- or version) custom field "fixed version" with Multiple values allows nil value during status transition  

72522 Vote Confirmed FCGI mode does not support sub-URI  

71557 Vote Resolved migrate_from_mantis script fails with missing table name  

71556 Vote New Error with rake redmine:email:receive_imap and cram-md5  

71108 Vote New Equalize the way how available shared versions are differentiated in target version drop-downs  

70563 Vote New Shared versions not shown when upload a file  

70131 Vote New Query 'without subprojects' cannot be created 1.0

69767 Vote Needs feedback Setting model should use Rails.cache instead of class variable  

69625 Vote New Links ending with curly brackets are not correctly interpreted  

68953 Vote New Activity page displays wrong status of modified issues  

68588 Vote Reopend migrate_from_trac and trac 0.12  

68580 Vote New git references leaking from subproject to project  

68414 Vote New Making an issue a subtask leads to loss of issue-property values  

67727 Vote New Creating new issue via email submission strips attached emails  

67498 Vote New migrate_from_trac does not support trac 0.12  

66288 Vote New Target version pulldown should sort in descending order  

66244 Vote New Escape <code> tag  

64685 Vote Reopend Display of inline attached images in email notification  

64561 Vote New LDAP authentication should allow username to contain space(s)  

64427 Vote Confirmed Subversion: Error message for some of view differences  

63012 Vote New Patch for #1013 (uniqueness-validation of custom query name within user-scope)  

63004 Vote Confirmed Custom queries can be saved under same name  
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